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Disclaimer 

The findings, interpretations, conclusions and recommendations expressed do not necessarily 

reflect the views of the Board of Directors, Chief Executive, and Secretary of the Trade 

Development Authority of Pakistan. Any conclusion based on the data from Pakistan Bureau of 

Statistics (PBS), Pakistan Automotive Manufacturers Association (PAMA), Pakistan Standards & 

Quality Control Authority (PSQCA)  and ITC Trade Map are the responsibility of the author and 

do not necessarily reflect the opinion of the organizations. Although every effort has been made 

to cross-check and verify the authenticity of the data. Trade Development Authority of Pakistan 

(TDAP), or the author(s), do not guarantee the data included in this work. All data and statistics 

used are correct as of June 2022 and may be subject to change. The report is published for the 

awareness of the exporters of Pakistan. Individuals outside the organization are not allowed to 

publish the reported analysis without prior permission of the Authority. For any queries or 

feedback regarding this publication, please contact at suleman.akram@tdap.gov.pk 
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Executive Summery  

Pakistan has an annual manufacturing capacity of six million motorcycles. However, local demand 

for the bicycle is just 2,400,000 units. According to Statista, the Pakistani motorcycle sales revenue 

CAGR is projected to reach 8.28% by 2022. According to Business Recorder, the motorcycle 

industry in Pakistan would grow by 34% between 2019 and 2022, with a localization rate of 85%. 

Currently, Pakistan only manufactures motorbikes with 70cc, 100cc, and 125cc engine capacities. 

China, India, and Indonesia are our primary rivals in the Asian area. Pakistan's motorcycle industry 

has a total volume of USD 1,8 billion, which is much smaller than India's. Currently, Pakistan only 

manufactures motorbikes with 70cc, 100cc, and 125cc engine capacities. Our major export 

destinations for motorcycles are Somalia, Sudan, Ghana, Nigeria, Kenya, Sri Lanka, Afghanistan, 

Japan, and the United Arab Emirates. This research intends to investigate the barriers to 

motorcycle export and compares the automotive policies of Pakistan and India. 

The lack of availability of raw materials, such as steel, aluminum, and plastic, which are imported 

from China, Korea, Saudi Arabia, and other countries, is one of Pakistan's four major challenges 

in the motorcycle industry. The government has also imposed various taxes and tariffs on these 

products, which raises the cost of motorcycle production. Second, the government has imposed a 

35 percent additional customs duty on the import of motorcycle parts that can be produced locally. 

Third, there is no research and development in this sector; as a result, Pakistan cannot compete 

with India and Indonesia on the international market for fuel-efficient motorcycles. As a result of 

the withholding tax and sales tax adjustment, the tax system is unjust, causing small manufacturers 

to favor importing rather than producing. While all other challenges include limited financial 

availability and exchange rate volatility, there is no investment in design. 

This report suggests that the government should boost the minimum fuel average policy and 

require all enterprises to contribute 1 percent of their sales in research and development in order 

to make new technologies accessible. While the tax adjustment system should be made efficient 

so as to stimulate local manufacture.  
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Pakistan began producing motorcycles in 1964, with Honda being the first manufacturer. Honda, 

Yamaha, and Suzuki initially dominated motorcycle manufacturing, accounting for almost 70 

percent of the industry's entire market share at the inception. A number of local enterprises began 

producing bicycles using Chinese technology in the early 2000s. The cost of raw materials, the 

exchange rate, and taxes all played a role in boosting bicycle production in 2000. During this time, 

the CD-70 motorcycle, a clone of the Honda CD-70, began into production. Because of its great 

fuel efficiency and the dearth of transportation infrastructure in Pakistan's rural areas, this bike 

gained popular. The availability of motorbikes on an installment payment plan was another key 

aspect in increasing the number of people who could afford a motorcycle. According to statistics 

from the Engineering Development Board, Pakistan produced 2.4 million motorcycles and 1.01 

million auto rickshaws in 2021. 

 

Pakistan has a total installed capacity of 6 million two- and three-wheeled vehicles per year1. Even 

in the face of the COVID epidemic, an 8 percent CAGR in motorcycle and three-wheeler sales is 

impressive. There were 124 motorbike manufacturers in Pakistan as of the end of 20152. Atlas 

Honda accounts for the major share of motorcycle sales in Pakistan (62.5 percent), while other 

important Chinese manufacturers include United, Unique, Super Star, Eagle, Super Power, Hi-

Speed, and Road Prince. However, it was discovered that there are 65 motorcycle manufacturers, 

and only ten of them were featured above. 

 

Motorbikes with engine capacity of 70cc, 100cc, and 125cc are three of the most popular models 

in Pakistan. Yamaha, Suzuki, and Hi-speed have recently introduced 150 and 200cc motorcycles 

in Pakistan. Two-thirds of the total is accounted for by the production of 70cc motorcycles. 

Because it has a 60-mile-per-gallon gas mileage standard for 70cc bikes, this bike can be sold too 

many nations including Nigeria, Kenya, Sri Lanka, Afghanistan, UAE and Bangladesh. 

 

                                                           
1 https://theazb.com/assemblers-are-producing-lower-number-of-bikes-as-per-their-installed-capacitychairman-
apma/#:~:text=Pakistan's%20Motorcycle%20assemblers%20have%20a,2.7%20million%20bikes%20per%20year. 
2 https://www.automark.pk/124-brands-are-producing-same-70cc-decades-old-model-in-pakistan/ 
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Pakistan is one of the world's top ten motorcycle manufacturers3. Two-thirds of 

production is made up of 70cc motorcycles, and the rest is made up of bicycles with displacements 

less than 250cc. They're all lightweight utility bikes. Bicycle manufacturing has a production 

capacity of 6 million units per year. As a result, it is predicted that USD 823 million can be made 

by utilizing the entire production capability. Motorcycle for export purposes it is necessary to boost 

fuel potency through design, low unit value, and technological advancement. 

 

According to Statista, the CAGR in Pakistani motorbike sales income is predicted to reach 8.28 

percent in 2022. According to Business Recorder, Pakistan's motorbike sector would increase by 

34 percent between 2019 and 2022, with localization at 85percent. However, the global motorcycle 

market is anticipated to earn US$ 117.369 billion in revenue by 2022. Revenue is expected to 

expand at an annual rate of 8.02 percent (CAGR 2022-2026) to US$ 159.792 billion by 2026.  

 

With the world's top ten motorcycle manufacturers and an abundance of global motor cycle 

demand, it is necessary to investigate production and export prospects for Pakistan's enormous 

bike manufacturing capacity, as well as learn from assemblers about new export potential, which 

is estimated to be USD 853 million per year by the auto mobile sector. 

 

1.1 Significance of the Study 

It's unfortunate that, no significant research has been conducted after 2016 in Pakistan's vast bike 

manufacturing capacity. Research into this sector is necessary so that assemblers can learn about 

new export opportunities in this area. It is estimated that USD 853 million can be generated 

annually by this sector. 

 

 

 

                                                           
3 http://www.riazhaq.com/2018/01/pakistan-is-worlds-5th-largest.html 
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1.2 Objectives of Research 

The primary goal of this research is to improve motorcycle quality in Pakistan and to export bikes 

to the worldwide market. Pakistan hardly uses 40 to 50 percent of its installed motorcycle 

manufacturing capacity. The objectives are as follows: 

1-To investigate motorcycle industry of Pakistan in terms of product features such as design, unit 

cost, average fuel consumption, assembly process, and product launch for export.  

 

2-To investigate how the bike business might compete on a worldwide scale while still conserving 

gasoline. 

 

3- Comparison of automobile policy of Pakistan with India. To check how to increase efficient 

production for export.  
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Chapter 2 

The Auto Bike Sector 

2.1 Global, Indian and Pakistani Market overview. 

8711: Motorcycles, incl. mopeds, and cycles fitted with an auxiliary motor 

In this Section international trade trends will be discussed to check how much trade potential is 

available globally. So this purpose global, Indian and Pakistan’s import and exports will be 

discussed. 

At global level total import of motorcycle was recorded USD 27.72 Billion while export recorded 

USD 31.24 Billion. In Asian countries China is the second largest country which assembles and 

export motorcycle. Their total import of motorcycle was USD 16.51 Million and export was USD 

1.8 Billion. Total export of Pakistan was USD 1.61 Million and import was USD 61.41 Million. 

871120 Motorcycles 50cc-250cc 

In this category of bikes world import recorded USD 9.92Billion and export recorded USD 8.4 

Billion. India imported motorcycles worth of USD 0.76 Million and exported motorcycles worth 

of USD 1.58 Billion. 

 

2.2 Pakistani Industry Outlook 

In this section information on different aspects of Pakistani 2 & 3 wheeler vehicle industry will be 

present. 

2.2.1 Demand, supply and surplus of bikes.   

In Pakistan total installed capacity of bike is 6 million4 while local demand for bike is 2.4 million 

units5. So Pakistan have capacity to 3 million bikes for export purpose and can generate 823 

Million dollars annually (Author’s calculations). Historic data of sales of bikes is presented in this 

graph. 

                                                           
4 https://theazb.com/assemblers-are-producing-lower-number-of-bikes-as-per-their-installed-capacitychairman-
apma/#:~:text=Pakistan's%20Motorcycle%20assemblers%20have%20a,2.7%20million%20bikes%20per%20year. 
5 https://www.pama.org.pk/annual-sales-production/ 
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Figure 1 Yearly Production of 2 & 3 Wheelers vehicles in Pakistan 

 
Source: PAMA Historic data 

 

2.2.2 Localization level: 

Different motorbike assemblers do not make auto parts by self while they procure auto parts from 

different auto parts manufacturers. According to PACRA localization in motorbike industry is 

85% 6while according to PAMA localization is 95%. Further in this study we will examine the raw 

material import of auto parts manufacturers. 

 

2.2.3 Future Potential of the Industry: 

According to Statista, the CAGR in Pakistani motorbike sales income is predicted to reach 8.28 

percent in 2022. According to Business Recorder, Pakistan's motorbike sector would increase by 

34 percent between 2019 and 2022, with localization at 85 percent. However, the global 

motorcycle market is anticipated to earn US$ 117.369 billion in revenue by 2022. Revenue is 

expected to expand at an annual rate of 8.02 percent (CAGR 2022-2026) to US$ 159.792 billion 

by 2026. So there is huge potential for Pakistan for the export of motorbikes to world. 

 

                                                           
6 https://www.pacra.com/sector_research/Auto%20Parts%20Sector%20PACRA_1603959365.pdf 
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2.2.4 Market share of each Company 

According to Pakistan Auto Manufacturing Association Atlas Honda bike holds major share in 

production which is 74%. And other major manufacturers are Yamaha (1.3%), Road Prince (5%) 

and United Autos (14%)7. Only 15 companies are register in PAMA. Overall 157 companies 

register have production infrastructure out 157 only 688 companies are currently manufacturing 

motorcycles while out of 87 companies only 41 companies are manufacturing rickshaws.  

2.2.5 Motorcycle companies in Pakistan 

In Pakistan following 124 companies are assembling motorcycles Yamaha, Suzuki, Bionic, Racer, 

Laser, Safari, Aan, Royal Star, Mehran, Honda, BML, Blue Star, Grace, Crown, Star, Eagle, Hero, 

Ravi, Habib, Raftar, King Hero, Leader, Super Star, Metro, Hunza, Moon Star, Super Powr, New 

Asia, Osaka, Pak Star, Sohrab, Hi Speed, Royal, Rohi, Diamond, Union Star, Jinan, Guangta, Star 

Asia, Geo, Supreme, Toyo, United, Zxmco, Guru, Tez Raftar, Saszgar, Super Asia, Unique, SKM, 

Ghani, Qingqui, Aiwa, Sakai, Shaheen, City Super, Unipak, Asia Hero, Super Speed, Treet, Buraq, 

Pal Style, Sonica, Master, Road Prince, Excel, Hawk, Aerolite, Sky Wing, Captain, Rockey, Super 

Shahbaz, Champion, Stahlco, ST-70, Jan Power, Challenger, Crown, King Rider, Josh, Laser, 

Long Life, Pak Hero, Super Hero, DHL, Hi-Deluxe, Shahcar, Rebon, Eagle Star, Sutlej, Lucky, 

Vicky, Shine Star, Gold Star, Hi-Metto, Fara, Imperial, Pak Speed, NXG, Stalion, Classic, 

Express, Jaguar, Metro, Elite, Akai, Royal Metro,  DYL Dhoom, My Hondo and Power9. 

  

                                                           
7 https://www.pama.org.pk/annual-sales-production/ 
8 https://www.theigc.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/Pasha-Ismail-2012-Working-Paper.pdf 
9 https://www.automark.pk/124-brands-are-producing-same-70cc-decades-old-model-in-
pakistan/#:~:text=124%20BRANDS%20ARE%20PRODUCING%20SAME%2070CC%20DECADES%20OLD%20MODEL%
20IN%20PAKISTAN,-
By&text=Pakistan's%20Motorcycle%20assemblers%20have%20a,1.7%20million%20bikes%20per%20year. 
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Chapter 3 

Auto Bike Sector Analysis 

This Section is further divided into two parts in first part this study will examine value chain of 

auto bike industry of Pakistan and issues related to value chain will be discussed while in the 

second part other than value chain issues will be presented. 

3.1 Value chain of Auto bike industry of Pakistan and its issue: 

In this part, value chain analysis will be explained, many value chain problems and other concerns 

will be evaluated in this research study. In the Pakistani motorcycle business, motorcycle 

assemblers get components from two sources: first, local auto parts suppliers/manufacturers, and 

secondly, imports from another countries. Local auto parts manufacturer who imports raw 

materials such as steel, aluminum, and plastic, among others, to manufacture auto parts. By 

assembling, final products are produced which further delivered for local sale and export. 
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3.1.1 Issues in Value Chain: 

According to a visit to the motorcycle company, motorcycle assemblers get their parts from 

regional suppliers/manufacturers and import motorcycle parts. Raw materials and semi-finished 

products are not accessible locally to auto parts manufacturers or to original equipment 

manufacturers (OEM) for the local production of vehicle components. The following are the 3 raw 

materials utilised in this industry. 

1) Steel (Mild Steel Sheets) 

2) Aluminum  

Import of Raw material  

Local Manufacturing of Auto Parts 

Assembling of Motorcycle 

Finish Good  

(Motorcycle) 

Import of Auto parts 

Value Chain of Motorcycle Manufacturing 

Supply to Local Market  Export 

Figure 2 Value Chain of Motorcycle Industry of Pakistan 
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3) Rubber 

While above three steel is most important for auto parts and frame manufacturing.  

Import of raw material: 

Due to the closure of the Pakistan steel mill, there is no industry in Pakistan that produces steel 

sheets. Therefore, for the production of auto parts, Pakistan has to import sheet metal from China 

and other countries, and imposes a 35 percent duty and tax on imports. 

3.1.1 Steel: 

Steel is the basic metal for motorcycle manufacturing. In Pakistan hot rolled steel for 

manufacturing of mild steel sheets is not available due to closure of Pakistan Steel Mill. Hence 

different companies import 2 types of steel under the following HS- Codes 

1) HS-Code:72083890 

Flat-rolled products of iron or non-alloy steel, of a width of >= 600 mm, in coils, simply 

hot-rolled, not clad, plated or coated, of a thickness of >= 3 mm but < 4,75 mm, not pickled, 

without patterns in relief: other 

2) HS-Code:72083990 

Flat-rolled products of iron or non-alloy steel, of a width of >= 600 mm, in coils, simply 

hot-rolled, not clad, plated or coated, of a thickness of < 3 mm, not pickled, without patterns 

in relief: other 

Table 1 Tariff and Taxes on Import of Steel: 

Duty Type HS-Code 72083890 HS-Code 72083990 

Custom Duty(%) 0 0 

Sales Tax (%) 17 17 

Regulatory Duty (%) 5 5 

Income tax (%) 11 11 

Additional Custom Duty (%) 2 2 

Total (%) 35 35 

Source: FBR Duty Calculator 
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For Export purpose different duties can be withdraw for 2 & 3-wheelers vehicle 

production. In our regional competitors India has applied 15% import duty while 15% VAT 

on import of steel which use for manufacturing motorcycle parts while India also make 

steel. 

 
Table 2 Applied Tariff Comparison of Pakistan and India on HS-Code 72083890 

Partner Country Reporter Country Applied Tariff on HS-72083890 

China 
India 

7.5 

Japan 0 

China 
Pakistan 

5 

Japan 11 
 Source: Market Access Map 

 

According to market access map India has applied import duty on japan 0% while on china 

7.5%. On other side Pakistan has applied 11% and 5% with same countries. Pakistan has 

imported USD 385 million worth. While from china, Pakistan has imported USD 55 

million worth of steel 

 
Table 3 Applied Tariff Comparison of Pakistan and India on HS-Code 72083990 

Source: Market Access Map 

 

 

 

 

 

Partner Country Reporter Country Applied Tariff on HS-72083990 

China 
India 

7.5 

Japan 7.5 

China 
Pakistan 

5 

Japan 11 
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3.1.2 Aluminum 

Aluminum is the second metal that used in motorcycle parts. Pakistan import aluminum 

from republic of Korea and China. Following HS-Code are analyzed in this section 

HS-Code 760612: Plates, sheets and strip, of aluminum alloys, of a thickness of > 0,2 mm, 

square or rectangular (excluding expanded plates, sheets and strip) 

HS-Code 760110: Aluminum, not alloyed, unwrought 

HS-Code 760120: Aluminum, alloyed, unwrought 

Taxes and tariff are as follows. 

Table 4 Tariff and Taxes on Import of Aluminum: 

Duty Type HS-Code760612 HS-Code 760110 HS-Code 760120 

Custom Duty(%) 11 0 0 

Sales Tax (%) 17 17 17 

Regulatory Duty (%) - - 10 

Income tax (%) 11 11 11 

Additional Custom Duty (%) 2 2 2 

Total (%) 41 30 51 

Source: FBR Duty Calculator 

Table 5Applied Tariff Comparison of Pakistan and India on HS-Code 76061200 

Source: Market Access Map 

 

 

 

Partner Country Reporter country Applied Tariff on HS-76061200 

China 
India 

7.5% 

Republic of Korea 0% 

China 
Pakistan 

0% 

Republic of Korea 11% 
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Table 6 Applied Tariff Comparison of Pakistan and India on HS-Code 760110 

Source: Market Access Map 

 
Table 7 Applied Tariff Comparison of Pakistan and India on HS-Code 760120 

Source: Market Access Map 

There are several taxes and tariffs shown in the tables above. India has imposed tariffs 

because it produces aluminum domestically; by doing so, it is protecting its own sector. 

Pakistan has placed an 11 percent customs levy on aluminum sheets and coils. Tables 6 

and 7 illustrate applicable tariffs, which indicate how much market access a nation is 

granted. 

3.1.3 Polypropylene 

This is also utilised to manufacture various plastic components for the motorbike industry. This 

product is subject to customs and taxes totaling forty percent. FBR imposes a customs fee of 11 

percent, a sales tax of 17 percent, an income tax of 11 percent, and a regulatory duty of 2 percent. 

While both Pakistan and India purchase this commodity from Saudi Arabia, UAE, it is produced 

in Saudi Arabia. 

3.2 Imports of parts and components: 

On the advice of the engineering development board (EDB), the Federal Board of Revenue (FBR) 

imposes a high import duty (Additional Custom Duty) on components that are already 

Partner Country Reporter Country Applied Tariff on HS-760110 

UAE 
India 

7.5% 

Oman 7.5% 

UAE 
Pakistan 

0% 

Oman 0% 

Partner Country Reporter Country Applied Tariff on HS-760120 

Malaysia 
India 

7.5% 

Qatar 7.5% 

UAE 
Pakistan 

0% 

Bahrain 0% 
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manufactured in Pakistan, but a lower import tax on components that are not 

manufactured in Pakistan, according to a representative of a Hyderabad-based company. As a 

result of this tactic, some businesses manufacture a new component and then register it with the 

EDB for a higher tax rating. However, they do not manufacture enough for the whole industry, 

thus all other businesses must import the component at a higher price. Consequently, this is a 

monopoly that boosts the cost of motorcycle production. S.R.O. 693 (I)/2006 lists all components 

for which FBR charges greater ACD. 

3.3 Auto Bike Policy Issues and comparison with Indian Policy: 

In this part, issues pertaining to technological advancement will be examined, along with 

suggestions on how India might enhance its automobile sector. This study used the research article 

"Indian Motorcycle Industry: A Role Model for Atmanirbhar Bharat?" written by Rishikesha T 

Krishnan for this purpose. This article discusses Indian auto mobile policy and a case study of the 

Bajaj motorbike10. 

Technology Development: 

There is no technical advancement occurring in Pakistan. Bikes with engine displacements of 70cc, 

100cc, 125cc, and 150cc are made in limited quantities. On a policy level, India has a number of 

measures that enhance the technology and design of motorbike engines. In India, foreign direct 

investment in the auto-bike industry is permitted in joint venture with a domestic auto-bike 

company. If an Indian company invents a new engine technology, it must pay a royalty to its 

foreign partner if it wants to sell its bikes without a JV. However, after 10 to 15 years, the Indian 

company is no longer obligated to pay royalties, and their local industry will be able to produce 

advanced-technology bikes on its own. Using this approach, the Indian government registered 478 

patents for various businesses. On the foreign market, they offer motorcycles whose engines have 

been modified. The following are the technologically-based modifications: 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
10 Krishnan, R. T., & Dayasindhu, N. (2020). Indian motorcycle industry: A role model for Atmanirbhar 

Bharat. 
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Table 8 Motorcycle technologies Patent by Indian Companies 

Technology name Full name Patent by 

DTS-I Digital Twin-Spark Ignition Bajaj Auto 

DTSSI Digital Twin Spark-Swirl induction Bajaj Auto 

APDV Advanced Pro Series Digital Variable Hero Motor Corp 

ASFIS Advanced Swirl Flow Induction System Hero Motor Corp 

ATFT 
Advanced Tumble Flow Induction 

Technology 
Hero Motor Corp 

I3s Idle Start Stop Technology Hero Motor Corp 

HET Honda Eco Technology 
Honda Motorcycle and 

Scooter India 

Blue Core  Yamaha Motor India 

SEP Suzuki Eco Performance Suzuki Motorcycle India 

 

Strategy for achieving modern technology: 

 

1. Government has imposed condition that 1 percent of motorcycle sale will be invest in 

R&D. Different manufacturer has setup their own R&D departments  

2. On the basis of the use and transfer of technology, joint ventures between local and foreign 

enterprises are authorised. Three seasoned Indian corporations, Hero, Bajaj, and TVS, 

collaborated with three famous Japanese manufacturers, Honda, Kawasaki, and Suzuki, to 

introduce 100cc bikes in India. These three agreements allowed motorbike sales in India 

to increase from 759,000 units in 1983 to 4.1 million units in 2001. 

3. The government policy at the time required Indian partners in joint ventures to produce a 

no objection certificate for dissolving the joint venture when the foreign partner wished to 

enter the Indian market independently. This was done with the purpose of assisting Indian 

businesses, particularly in situations when an international partner chooses to unexpectedly 

cease the distribution of technology or vital components. It looks that Indian OEMs have 

fared pretty well after separating from their foreign partners. 

4. Different local manufacturers collaborate their research departments with academic 

institutes and international research institutes so self-reliance in technology can be 

increase. 

Safety and Quality features: 

Pakistan and India's rules regarding safety features conform with WP-29 criteria, however in 

Pakistan minimum fuel average for motorcycles is very low, hence Pakistani businesses do not 

invest in technical innovation. According to recommendations provided by Pakistan Standard & 
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Quality Control Authority PSQCA, a 70cc motorcycle should achieve an average fuel 

economy of 45 kilometres per litre, whilst a 125cc motorcycle must achieve just 30 kilometres per 

litre.11.  

 

3.4 Issues of Auto bike Manufacturers 

There have been a number of problems that are the root reason of Pakistani industry's inability to 

export in significant quantities. This section discusses all additional difficulties, outside from the 

value chain, including. These are the primary challenges that Pakistan is confronted with regarding 

its exports. 

1) Exchange rate volatility. 

2) Unfair tax system. 

3) Capital Availability to Motorcycle Industry 

4) No Investment on Design. 

5) High Competition in this sector.  

Exchange Rate: 

Owing to the depreciation of the Pakistani rupee, a Hyderabad-based manufacturer said that they 

were ready to export their products, but were unable to do so due to the high cost of importing 

engine components 

Unfair tax system: 

According to Karachi based auto parts manufacturer, owner of company said, in market, 

manufacturer face 2 issues regarding tax system one is sales tax adjustment and second is advance 

income tax. For sales tax and withholding tax adjustment FBR do not facilitates timely and for tax 

adjustment, companies have to hire law firms and give some benefits to FBR officials so they can 

process their tax adjustment cases. For this issue cost of recovery of tax adjustment included in 

cost of parts manufacturing so companies prefer to import parts from different countries where 

they do not face tax adjustment issue. Second one is income tax that increase the cost of doing 

business and different business could not be expand. Further he said income tax applied on sales 

of products while they already paid taxes on raw material and labor salaries. 

                                                           
11 https://www.pama.org.pk/wp-content/uploads/2021/10/TWO-WHEELER-AUTO-VEHICLES.pdf 
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High Competition: 

Almost 124 businesses manufacture motorbikes in the auto bike industry of Pakistan. Therefore, 

competition in this industry is intense. The profit margin in this industry, according to a Lahore-

based assembler, is barely 2 to 4 percent. If a business reduces its pricing, numerous other 

businesses will incur losses, causing them to be unable to survive over the long term. 

Capital Availability to Motorcycle Industry: 

There are two sources of available capital.One source of availability of capital is the stock market, 

and the other is direct investment from overseas, however owing to the current political climate, 

investors are unlikely to be interested in this market sector. 

No Investment in Design: 

According to a representative from a Hyderabad-based firm, people are hesitant to pick new 

designs with slightly higher pricing. Because of this, businesses do not invest in innovative 

designs. As a consequence for export use new design are not accessible. 

3.5 Cost Analysis 

Due to intense competition in this industry. Manufacturers can only achieve a 2 to 4 percent profit 

margin. This section will cover the cost and profit of 70cc and 125cc Chinese-made motorcycles. 

Table 9 Cost and Profit on Motorcycle Manufacturing 

Costing Cost & profit Cost & profit 

Manufacturing + Transport Cost 72,500/- 39000/- 

Dealer margin 1500/- 3000/- 

Manufacturer profit 1000/- 3500/- 

Sale Price: 75000/- 118000/- 

Source: Market Based Statistics 

On both popular goods, the merchant earns between RS 1,500 and RS 2,500 while the producer 

earns between RS 1,000 and RS 3,000. This demonstrates the intense competition in this industry. 

On export purpose according to Pakistan Reader 150 CC bikes from India and Pakistan comparison 

has done “Suzuki GS 150 for example costs around USD 1,141.50 whereas the Bajaj Pulsar in the 

same engine capacity category costs around USD 1,327.66 (All the conversion done at current 
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market exchange rates with respect to Dollar). A difference of almost two hundred 

dollars for a middle-class consumer is a big scale”12. 

                                                           
12 
https://pakistanreader.org/view_PR_short_notes.php?url=Expanding%20population%20base%20with%20limited
%20urban%20space%20necessitates%20the%20use%20of%20two-wheelers&recordNo=213 
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Chapter 4 

Conclusion 

As Pakistan is capable of producing six million motorbikes. However, only 2,400,000 units are in 

use. Import of raw materials, high import taxes on motorcycle components, outmoded technology, 

and an unfair tax system are the primary obstacles. In order for bicycle producers to compete on 

the worldwide market, they must either import the most recent technology or create it locally. EDB 

should only advocate increased tariffs for bike components with appropriate local manufacture. 

 

4.1 Recommendations: 

1) Technology should be improved. For this purpose government should increase minimum 

requirement of fuel average for different capacity of motorcycles 

2) Technological research institute should be established or research departments of 

motorcycle companies should be linked with different educational institutes. Some 

percentage of sales should be made compulsory to spend on research and development 

3) Low import tariff should be implemented on raw material and motorcycle parts. 

4) Tax adjustment system should be made efficient. For capital availability, withholding tax 

should be decrease. So locally parts manufacturing industry would flourished. 
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